PREVIEW THE TOP 5 FINDINGS IN
RESILIENCE RESEARCH

A new study sheds light on how
organizations approach and achieve resilience
It’s no secret that IT resilience is essential to business resilience: The ability to anticipate
risk, mitigate the impact and adapt to unforeseen change. But how you achieve resilience
might not be so apparent.
Knowing what other organizations are doing about resilience and where they are in the
process—in the dark or in the know—can help spotlight the next steps in leading your own
resilience initiatives. Here's a "Top 5" peek into the findings, including responses from
more than 400 business leaders across the US and Europe.
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RESILIENCE IS A TOP PRIORITY
A Major
Priority

Slightly
More
Important

98

%

24%

32%

98%

told us the importance of
resilience increased over
the past two years.

42%

Considerably
More Important

How critical is
resilience in your
organization?

said resilience is a major priority (24%)
or considerably more important (42%)
than 2 years ago.

66%

REPEAT DISRUPTIONS INCREASE
THE FOCUS ON RESILIENCE
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More than 50% of organizations
experienced 6-10 disruptions
over the last 5 years.
72% said the
worst consequence
was the cost of
restoring systems
and data.

How many
times have
your business
operations been
disrupted?
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85

%

72%

50%

or more of respondents
have put their resilience
plans into motion.

Where are you in
your resilience
journey?

AGILITY IS SEEN AS THE SINGLE
BIGGEST RESILIENCE BENEFIT
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On a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the biggest benefit…

72.5

%

rated adapting to market
challenges as a 4 or 5.

rated responding
quickly to adverse
conditions as a 4 or 5.

67.5

%

How agile is your
organization?
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RESILIENCE ROADBLOCKS REMAIN

60%
named daily cybersecurity
management as a major
barrier to organizationwide resilience.

Is your
data center
resilience-ready?
Or a roadblock?

GET MORE REVEALING RESULTS
Get more than a glimpse into our resilience study with an in-depth view into what
respondents told us. Download the results in our new report, "Resilience Revealed.”
Then, find out more about leading your own resilience initiatives from a leader
in resilience and recovery: Sungard Availability Services.

To learn more, visit www.sungardas.com or call 1-888-270-3657.

* Business Resilience study conducted by IDG Communications on behalf of
Sungard Availability Services, September, 2018.
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